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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION
'

REGION I ;

SAFEGUARDS INSPECTION REPORT
:
t

>

Report / License Nos.: 50-352/94-26 and 50-353/94 26/NPF-39 and NPF 85

:

Licensee: PECO Energy Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Facility: Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 ;

Inspection At: Pottstown, Pennsylvania .

Dates: November 7-10, 1994
)

Inspectors: ) ^ <

G. C. Smith, Senior Physical Security Inspector
R. J. Albert, Physical Security Inspector
Z. S. Hsu, Nuclear Engineer
M. S. Warren, Security Specialist

b ,b-Approved by: .

E. C. McCabe, Jr., Chief, Safeguards Section :

Facilities Radiological Safety and Safeguards Branch |

I

I

Areas Inspected: Previously Identified Ite.ms; Maintenance and Compensatory
Measures; Security Training and Qualification; and Performance Assessment of
Station Security. This was an announced inspect:nn of the licensee's Physical
Security Program.

i

Results: The licensee's Physical Security Program was directed toward i

assuring public health and safety. All previously identified items were '

closed. No safety concerns or violations of NRC regulatory requirements were
identified.
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DETAILS

1.0 INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED
:

1.1 PRINCIPAL LICENSEE EMPLOYEES

*C. L. Adams, Director - Site Support Services
*M. D. Berner, Supervisor, Personnel Processing
*R. F. Bickhart, Quality Assessor
*J. Karkoska, Supervisor, Nuclear Security
*M. A. Karney, Manager, Nuclear Security
*G. Stewart, Engineer

1.2 PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES

*R. Cogdell, Project Manager, The Wackenhut Corporation (TWC)
*J. M. Lotz, Training Instructor, TWC
*K. Pindjak, Training Instructor, TWC

1.3 NRC EMPLOYEES

T. Easlick, Resident Inspector
N. Perry, Senior Resident Inspector

* denotes those present at the exit meeting on November 10, 1994

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee and contractor personnel. L

'

2.0 E.URPOSE OF INSPECTION

This inspection was performed to evaluate corrective actions for
previously identified weaknesses or potential weaknesses within station
security; to assess maintenance of security equipment, utilization of
compensatory measures, security training and qualification, and access
control of personnel; to test the performance of station personnel and
package search equipment, and intrusion detection systems; to evaluate
station assessment capabilities and contingency responses; and to assess
the licensee's strategy for responding to external threats.

3.0 PREVIOU3LY IDENTIFIED ITEMS

During inspection 50-352/94-03 and 50-353/94-03 (reference inspection)
conducted on January 31 - February 4, 1994, the inspectors identified

.'three vielations (VI0s) in the area of access control and two inspector
follow-up items (IFIs), one in protected-area lighting and the other in
personnel search. During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed those
items as follows:

3.1 IFI 50-352/94-03-01 and 50-352/94-03-01 (Closed)

Reference Inspection: The inspectors surveyed Protected Area (PA) and
Isolation Zone lighting and identified dark access areas in two
adjoining Sea Vans with doors that could not be closed because of -

accumulated ice and snow. The licensee had previously noted the problem
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and installed portable lighting, but the electric plugs had been
disconnected, causing the interiors of the vans to be below lighting
requirements of 0.2 footcandles.

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's
corrective actions, which included revising lighting survey procedures,
and tagging temporary lighting cords with information on their dedicated
purposes and prohibition against removal. The supporting documentation
was also reviewed. Based on those reviews, the corrective actions were
satisfactory. IFI 50-352/94-03-01 and 50-353/94-03-01 is closed.

3.2 VIO 50 352/94 03-02 and 50 353/94 03-02 (Closed)

Reference Inspection: The inspectors observed access control activities
and surveillance tests of personnel search equipment and identified the
following: an individual who failed a portal metal detector search was
allowed by a Security Force Member (SFM) to retrieve his cleared
articles from the x-ray discharge prior to being searched with a hand-
held metal detector; an individual who failed the portal metal detector
search was not kept under observation by an SFM until after a hand-held
metal detector search was conducted; and an SFM was about to perform a
surveillance test of a portal metal detector without removing a belt
buckle from his person. All of these events were contrary to licensee
procedures.

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's
corrective actions, which included reiterating to all security personnel
management expectations with regard to attention to detail and
procedural compliance; establishing a designated area for follow-up
search of individuals who alarm portal-search equipment; incorporating
lessons learned into a requalification plan; requalifying each SFM in
access-control activities; and implementing a challenge program,
conducted by both licensee-security personnel and contract-security
personnel, to review and assess SFMs during performance of access
centrol functions. The supporting documentation was also reviewed. ;

Based on those reviews and observations of access control functions, the
corrective actions were satisfactory. VIO 50-352/94-03-02 and 50-
353/94-03-02 is closed.

3.3 IFI 50-352/94 03-03 and 50-353/94 03 03 (Closed)

Reference Inspection: The inspectors reviewed personnel search
procedures and observed SFMs conduct pat-down searches of individuals
who failed the explosives detector search. Neither the procedures nor
an observed search adequately addressed searching all body areas.

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee corrective
actions, which included a procedural change and additional search
training. The supporting documentation was also reviewed. Based on
those reviews and on observations of SFMs conducting satisfactory pat-
down searches, the corrective actions were satisfactory. IFI 50-352/94-
03-03 and 50-353/94-03-03 is closed.
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3.4- VIO 50-352/94 03 04 and 50-353/94-03-04 (Closed)
1

Reference Inspection: The inspectors observed that an SFM failed to
search two covered cargo areas of a vehicle. ;

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's
corrective actions, which included reiterating to all security personnel
management's expectations on attention to detail and procedural
compliance, incorporating lessons learned into a requalification plan,
and requalifying each SFM in vehicle searches. The supporting
documentation was also reviewed. Based on these reviews and
observations of vehicle searches, the corrective actions were
satisfactory. VIO 50-352/94-03-04 and 50-353/94-03-04 is closed.

3.5 VIO 50-352/94 03-05 and 50 353/94 03-05 (Closed)

Reference Inspection: The inspectors reviewed a sample of the
licensee's vehicle access control activity records and identified that,
on November 19, 1993, the licensee allowed a vehicle with unsearched
material to enter the PA without providing an SFM, in addition to the
vehicle escort, to escort and maintain security observation of the
material. In that case, the licensee authorized the use of a security
lock to secure the container of unsearched material in lieu of providing
a second escort, with no such authorization allowed by licensee
procedures and the NRC-approved Physical Security Plan (the Plan).

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's
corrective actions, which included those already documented. The
corrective actions were satisfactory. VIO 50-352/94-03-05 and 50-
353/94-03-05 is closed.

4.0 MAINTENANCE AND COMPENSATORY MEASURES

4.1 MAINTENANCE

.

The inspectors reviewed testing and maintenance records and confirmed
that the records committed to in the Plan were on file and readily
available for review. The station provided instrumentation and control
technicians to repair, replace and test security equipment which
required maintenance. A review of maintenance records indicated that
malfunctioning equipment that required compensatory measures involving
SFMs was generally corrected in a timely manner.

A few cases of extended use of compensatory measures were due to
equipment failure over a weekend or a holiday. The licensee decided to
evaluate whether maintenance personal should be called in or
compensatory measures used during such periods.

4.2 COMPENSATORY MEASURES

Inspector review found the licensee's use of compensatory measures to be
as committed to in the Plan. No deficiencies were noted.
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5.0 SECURITY TRAINING AND OVALIFICATION

._

The inspectors randomly selected and reviewed training and qualification
records for 10 SFMs. Physical and firearms requalification records were
inspected for armed and unarmed SFMs and security supervisors. The
inspectors found that the training had been conducted in accordance with
the Training and Qualification (T&Q) Plan and was properly documented.

The inspectors noted during the review of the T&Q Plan that the handgun
course of fire was developed for a different type of weapon than the one
in use. The licensee stated that the T&Q Plan will be revised in the
first quarter of 1995 and that an updated handgun course of fire will be
included in that revision. This is an inspector follow-up item (IFI 50- i
352/94-26-01 and 50-353/94-26-01). '

6.0 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF STATION SECURITY

This performance assessment of station security was conducted in lieu of
inspection of audits, corrective actions and management support;
effectiveness of management controls; security program plans; protected
area detection equipment; vital area access control of personnel and
vehicles; and alarm stations and communications.

,

The methodologies used by the inspection team to assess program
performance were either observations of program activities or physical
tests of security equipment. Physical tests consisted of compliance
testing and challenge testing. Compliance testing was conducted in
accordance with licensee testing procedures, while challenge testing
probed for vulnerabilities beyond those that would have been identified
during routine testing. Licensee personnel observed all testing.
Results of performance assessments follow.

6.1 Personnel and Package Search Equipment

The team tested personnel and package search equipment located at the
main protected area (PA) access control point. Using licensee test
procedures and test devices, the team tested the explosives detectors,
metal detectors, and x-ray machines. Since the 1990 Regulatory
Effectiveness Review (RER), the licensee had mtdified and upgraded the
search equipment. No present weaknesses in search equipment were found.

6.2 Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

The team tested the perimeter IDS at the mair and remote pas. Tests
were conducted in over 30 areas. Weaknesses identified during the RER
were also evaluated. Testing consisted of either jumping, running, or
crawling through or over the system, and probing for sensitivity. Areas
that could potentially be circumvented were identified to the licensee.

In addition to hardware already in place to prevent circumventing the
IbS, the licensee took additional corrective measures as potential
weaknesses were identified. The corrective measures were later tested
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by the team and determined to be a sufficient safeguard against
circumvention. Overall, the IDS was found to be acceptable. Initial
(prior to correction) test results were as follows:

An alarm zone was circumvented by stepping from the outer fence toe
a support post located on an incline, avoiding anti-climbing
hardware on the post and then using the post to jump over the IDS
coverage area without generating an alarm. Also, in a lower
portion of the zone, the system was defeated by jumping between
two alarm heads that were slightly out of alignment. ,

1
e Two zones were circumvented by crawling, at both a fast and slow |pace, under the overlap area of stacked alarm heads. The end of '

an anti-crawl device and a support post, both located in the
coverage area, provided partial shielding for the tester, allowing
him to penetrate the zone without generating an alarm.

l

e A support post located in an overlap area of two alarm zones was
used as a jumping off point to circumvent stacked alarm coverage
in the zone. Anti-climbing aids had been installed on the support

1

structure, but the configuration was not totally effective.

6.3 Alarm Station Operations and Assessment Capabilities |
|

The team performance tested the assessment system by observation of I

operations in the alarm stations. Alarm call up and camera coverage
were assessed as individuals generated alarms as they walked and ran
through the isolation zone of the PA perineter. Camera coverage
overlap, picture quality of closed circuit television monitors, and |
general assessment capability were the primary areas of review. The |results were as fcllows: |

l

In a part of a zone, a positive assessment was difficult because Ie
of camera configurations. This weakness had been identified by |

the licensee and compensatory measures were in place.

Camera coverage provided only partial observation at the far ende
of another zone. It appeared that area lighting was the problem.
The middle of the zone was bright and the far end was dark, making
assessment difficult. Inclement weather could compound this
problem. The licensee had a plan to mitigate this weakness.

Fixed camera coverage of roofs that were part of the PA barriere
was marginal, but was enhanced by pan, tilt and zoom cameras.

6.4 Defensive Strategy Against External Threats

The team evaluated the licensee's strategy for responding to external
threats by using table-top contingency drills to evaluate vital
equipment protection. Vital equipment target sets were developed and
agreed upon by licensee operaticns, station security personnel and the

1
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NRC. Licensee response team leaders implemented drill-defensive
strategies as U.S. Army personnel countered as would-be adversaries.

The drills were not eva'.uited as pass or fail, but were designed to
provided the licensee with additional data to consider in developing and
refining strategies to protect against external threats.

6.5 Access Control Operations

The team assessed the licensee's ability to process personnel, material,
and vehicles into the PA. This area was reviewed during peak and non-
peak hours. The licensee demonstrated the capability to handle a large
volume of access control activity in an orderly and methodical manner.

7.0 EXIT MEETING

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in Section
1.0 of this report at the conclusion of the inspection on November 10,
1994. The inspectors summarized the purpose, scope and findings of the
inspection. The licensee acknowledged the inspection findings.

.


